A conformation-based phage-display panning to screen neutralizing anti-VEGF VHHs with VEGFR2 mimicry behavior.
The potency of VEGF-based anti-angiogenic strategies in cancer therapy and the brilliant characteristics of VHHs motivated us to directly block VEGF binding to its receptor with neutralizing single domain antibodies, thereby fading away the VEGF signaling pathway. Considering with high resolution crystal structure of VEGF-RBD/VEGFR2 complex, we could adopt a combinatorial screening strategy: stringent panning and competition ELISA, to direct the panning procedure to dominantly screen the favorable binders that bind and block the key functional regions of VEGF. Based on competition assay, the majority of the screened clones (82%) showed the VEGFR2 mimicry behavior for binding to VEGF molecule. The phage pool gets enriched in favor of sequences that bind the receptor binding sites of VEGF. Different immunoassays and molecular docking simulation verified that all selected VHHs could bind and cover the receptor binding sites of VEGF. Consequently, some modifications in panning procedure with considering the structural features and detailed information of functional regions of a protein antigen, led us to successfully trap the high-affinity specific binders against its hot functional regions. Since the selected VHHs could cover the receptor binding site of VEGF and block VEGF binding to the receptor, they might be promising candidates for anti-angiogenic therapies.